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Example

Angry Proud Worried Happy Sad Scared 



Give each colour an emotion. Write the word underneath the colour. Find that colour leaf and stick it 
to your wreath.

Emotions are forever changing just like the changing leaves in Autumn. Make an Autumn 
Wreath out of the leaves. Each leaf represents how you are feeling that day. 



Cut out the leaves that represent your feeling and stick it to the wreath.



Use Autumn colours in the top box. Give each colour an emotion. Write the word underneath the 
colour. Find that colour leaf and stick it to your wreath.

Emotions are forever changing just like the changing leaves in Autumn. Make an Autumn 
Wreath out of the leaves. Each leaf represents how you are feeling that day. 



Cut out the leaves and colour them in to  represent your feeling and stick it to the 
wreath
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